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ABSTRACT 

 

Industries seeking trade protection are commonly interpreted to be motivated by the 

economic gains stemming from decreased foreign competition. Yet, while protection for 

an industry results in reduced competition for all domestic industry members, a question 

that remains is why some firms in protected industries do not seek protection or even 

actively oppose trade protection for their industry. This paper studies participation in 

trade policy from a heterogeneous firms perspective. Using AD cases initiated between 

2010 and 2015 in the European Union, I study the differences between firms that lodge 

antidumping complaints compared to peers within the same industries that did not 

participate in the complaints. Comparing firm-level characteristics of firms that 

participate in antidumping petitions to firms that do not participate, I develop three main 

insights of the determinants of firm participation in trade policy. First, firms that are 

relatively larger and less productive are more likely to initiate an AD complaint. Second, 

firms with falling productivity levels are relatively more likely to initiate an AD 

complaint. This result indicates that AD policy is an instrument used more frequently by 

producers that are less productive than their peers. 
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I. Introduction 

 

Within the study of political participation in trade policy, the starting point is to derive 

the redistributive effects of international trade to identify potential domestic interest 

groups. Past studies often assumed factor or industry wide distributional effects of trade 

and have thus predicted cleavages in trade policy preferences along these lines. However, 

recent theoretical and empirical work in the international trade literature has highlighted 

heterogeneous effects of trade on firms within the same industry. If firms within the same 

industry are affected differently by competition from foreign producers, it is worth 

studying why firms within the same industry can react differently to foreign competition. 

While some firms are able to adjust well to competition, some firms may resort to shut 

competition out of the domestic market. The primary aim of this paper is to study the 

heterogeneous firm theory in relation to protection-seeking behavior by firms. 

Specifically, my research question will ask if productivity differences between firms 

within the same industry can explain which firms seek antidumping protection. If 

productivity growth is an economic objective for public policy, policy-makers should be 

aware of the potential impact of trade protection on productivity growth. 

 

Traditionally, the literature on the political economy of trade politics has modeled 

preferences based on Ricardian comparative advantages. Hence, relying on the 

conclusions derived from the Stolper-Samuelson (S-S) theorem and Ricardo-Viner (R-V) 

model, studies predicted either factor or industry based cleavages in trade preferences 

depending on the degree of factor specificity (Hiscox, 2002; Rogowski, 1987). The S-S 
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theorem, a result of the Heckscher-Ohlin model assuming perfect factor mobility, 

predicts that trade policy coalitions will form around class lines, such as capital versus 

labor. The R-V model assumes that factors are specific and predicts that generally, export 

competing industries will support liberalization and import competing industries will 

support protectionism. Yet, while both theories predict different coalition structures, due 

to the underlying assumption of homogeneity within either factor or industry groups, 

distributional outcomes for firms within the same industry are considered to be identical. 

 

However, in the presence of firm heterogeneity, the traditional framework of assuming 

homogeneous industry wide effects seem to be insufficient in explaining intra-industry 

distributional outcomes and the potential spill-over effects of trade on other related 

industries. Recent work on the “New-New” school of trade have highlighted that within 

industries, trade policies are likely to have heterogeneous effects. This literature, building 

on the seminal work of Melitz (2003) and Bernard and Jensen (1995), highlight the 

productivity differences between firms in international trade. The literature finds that 

unlike the result hypothesized by comparative advantage, almost all industries engage in 

trade, and within those industries, only a small subset of the most productive firms 

account for almost all trade (Bernard, Jensen, Redding, & Schott, 2007). Pavcnik (2002) 

finds that trade liberalization has an intra-industry redistributive effect where resources 

are reallocated from low productivity firms to high productivity firms. Therefore, as the 

firm’s gains or losses from trade depend on its productivity level, productivity could be 

an important determinant of a firm’s participation in trade policy. 
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Antidumping (AD) protection presents an excellent opportunity to study trade 

preferences for two reasons. First, AD is one of the few discretionary trade policies that 

can be unilaterally pursued by countries. With the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT) and subsequent establishment of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

binding the hands of governments to set tariffs, Article 6 of the GATT permits countries 

to take action against products under the circumstance of dumping. Second, while AD 

tariffs are applied to entire products, the initiation of AD protection can clearly be traced 

back to domestic firms seeking protection. Compared to deriving trade preferences from 

proxies, such as industry comparative advantage, campaign contributions, lobbying 

expenditures, or company statements, AD protection is directly initiated by domestic 

producers through a complaints-process and seeks a specific a protection instrument 

against foreign products in the firm’s market. This is convenient for my empirical study 

as I can use AD cases to study the difference between domestic firms named in the 

complaints with peers in the same industry. 

 

Using a panel of European firms, I first estimate industry specific production functions to 

calculate firm specific productivity. I then use a penalized maximum likelihood logistic 

regression to investigate the effect of firm-level characteristics on the probability of filing 

an antidumping complaint. My empirical findings confirm the expectations derived from 

the heterogeneous literature. I find that firms that are relatively less productive and have 

lower productivity growth are more likely to file for AD protection than peer firms. I also 

find that firm-level characteristics such as size and capital intensity were significant 

predictors of participation in an AD complaint.  
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This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents a background and literature review 

of antidumping policy. Section III discusses my conceptual framework for the study. 

Section IV describes the data and Section V will discuss my empirical strategy. Section 

VI discusses the results estimated from my empirical model and conducts additional 

robustness checks. Section VII concludes with a summary of my findings and follows 

with Section VIII which discusses possible policy implications. 
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II.  Background and Literature Review 

  Background 

  Antidumping: A safeguard against unfair competition or just another form of industrial  

  policy 

While subsequent GATT negotiation rounds have led to global tariff reductions, language 

allowing for AD duties has been included in the GATT since 1947. Article IV of GATT, 

codified in the Uruguay round of GATT, provides much of the general framework 

guiding AD policy practices for WTO members. The inclusion of antidumping in the 

GATT is peculiar as it runs opposite to the main principle of trade liberalization guiding 

the agreement. Together with anti-subsidy, and safeguards, AD protection is the 

exception to the rule and lays out the conditions for when a WTO member can levy 

unequal tariffs on another country with most-favored nation (MFN) treatment with the 

explicit goal of restricting trade.  

 

According to the WTO, two main criteria are considered for AD measures to be imposed. 

First, the price of the imported product is below “normal” value. To calculate this 

“dumping margin”, different methodologies can be used. The methodology used in the 

EU compares the difference in prices charged by foreign exporters in their home market 

compared to the price charged for the good after it is exported to the EU or if prices are 

below production costs (Puccio, 2016).  

 

Second, the dumping found must have caused a material injury to the domestic industry. 

The methodology applied by the European Commission (EC) and other agencies usually 
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involves investigating if changes in imports are consistent with changes in profitability or 

output of domestic producers (Hindley, 2009). 

 

Yet, as language of AD protection suggests that it is a policy to protect producers from 

unfair competition, many economists suggest there are price differences in the “dumped” 

good, and the current AD framework is unable to determine this fact. Blonigen and Prusa 

(2015) write that no meaningful economic principles related to dumping appear in AD 

rules, in contrast to most other GATT provisions. While predatory pricing, the deliberate 

act of charging below market prices to establish anti-competitive positions in the market, 

commonly considered in anti-trust policy and should be a target for policy-makers, a 

found “dumping margin” may not be a signal for anti-competitive practices (Mankiw & 

Swagel, 2005). Indeed, profit maximizing firms may find it optimal to price discriminate 

for legitimate reasons. Furthermore, as Bloningen and Prusa (2015) explain, pricing 

below production costs is not a sufficient criterion for anti-competitive behavior either. If 

the price is below the firm’s average total cost but above its average variable cost, it may 

be optimal for the firm to produce in the short run. 

 

In addition, injury determination approaches muddles correlation and do not pass usual 

standards for identifying causal effects (Blonigen & Prusa, 2015). Increases in imports 

may occur at the same time as declines in sales, profits, employment, etc. for domestic 

producers, but may not be the causal reason for poor domestic outcomes. In determining 

injury, Hindley (2009) argues that self-injury - such as increase in wages, input costs, or 

declines in production quality – leads to similar negative outcomes for domestic 
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producers compared to the scenario of foreign dumping, however, the current 

methodology used by the EC fails to properly account for such reasons. 

 

Thus, as AD rules are unclear about the economics of dumping and current injury 

determination methodologies favors complainants, antidumping is seen by some 

commentators as another protectionist policy in disguise. In this view, firms seeking AD 

protection is similar to concentrated interests lobbying for trade protection. Mankiw and 

Swagel (2005) argue that in the US producers use AD protection “to thwart foreign 

competition” (p.108). Finger (1993) writes that “Antidumping is ordinary protection with 

a grand public relations program” (p.34). Finger, Ng, & Wangchuck (2001) argue that 

“[antidumping protection] is about when an import restriction is permitted, not about 

when one is recommended” (p.9). Given this, the more cynical view of AD policy is that 

it is just another way to give governments a policy to respond to domestic political 

pressure from producers and for producers to seek import relief under the guise of 

“unfair” competition. 

 

  The EU Antidumping Policy Process 

This section will briefly explain the EU Antidumping Policy Process. The imposition of 

antidumping duties falls under the EU’s Trade Defense Measures and are enforced by the 

European Commission. Allowed by the WTO, countries may impose temporary tariffs on 

products deemed to be exported “unfairly” through unfair trading practices. A producer is 

deemed to be ‘unfairly dumping’ if “it is exporting a product to the EU at prices lower 
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than the normal value of the product (the domestic prices of the product or the cost of 

production) on its own domestic market”. 

 

The relevance of antidumping policy to this thesis is that it is a trade policy initiated and 

demanded by firms. In order for the EC to impose dumping duties, domestic producers 

must first submit a complaint. The complaint must contain the names of the allegedly 

dumped products, evidence that support the allegations, be supported by firms producing 

at least 25 percent of the dumped product and not opposed by EU companies accounting 

for a larger volume than the participants. 

 

After a complaint is made, the EC will open an investigation into the complaint. Under 

the investigation, the EC considers four criteria to determine dumping claims: 

 

1. there is dumping by the exporting producers in the country/countries concerned; 

2. material injury has been suffered by the Community industry concerned; 

3. there is a causal link between the dumping and injury found; and 

4. the imposition of measures is not against the Community interest. 

 

If the EC finds an affirmative dumping and injury determination, policy measures can be 

taken in two forms against foreign producers. The first measure is the imposition of a 

duty on the product determined to be dumped. The second measure is price undertaking 

whereby foreign producers agree to sell at a minimum price and no duties are imposed. 
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The addition of the “Community Interest” clause is interesting because it makes the EU’s 

AD regime unique amongst other national AD regimes. It attempts to balance the impact 

of the AD protection on final consumers and users of the product investigated, however, 

it is not a required criterion by the WTO. Compared to the injury determination test for 

domestic producers, there are no definite and codified procedures for considering the 

economic impact of AD action on other interests. Although, the “Community Interests” is 

officially considered by the EC in theory, it is rarely a consideration for terminating an 

investigation. 

 

While consumers and users of goods are almost always harmed by trade protection 

through increased prices, there have also  

 

  Literature Review 

  Preferences for trade 

This thesis aims to further study the literature linking trade preferences and trade policy. 

The main literature on trade preferences derives preferences from economic motivations 

from trade. While there is a fairly strong consensus in the literature that free trade is 

overall welfare improving, there are winners and losers in the short-run (Trefler, 2004). 

The two main frameworks used in the literature to analyze trade policy preferences of 

individuals, firms, and industries have relied on two models of trade: the Heckscher-

Ohlin (HO) model or the Ricardo-Viner (RV) model (Magee, Brock, & Young, 1989; 

Scheve & Slaughter, 2001). However, following these two models, we come to different 
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conclusions about the winners and losers of trade liberalization (protection). Hence, they 

predict different structures of cleavages within trade politics. 

 

Work building on the HO model conclude that trade preferences are situated along factor 

cleavages between capital and labor. The HO model assumes that factors of production 

are perfectly mobile across industries. In such a world, the Stolper-Samuelsson theorem 

states that an increase in the relative price of a good yields an increase in the returns of 

the factor that is used most intensively in that good’s production and a decrease in the 

real return to the other factor (Leamer & Levinsohn, 1997). Applying these results to 

trade preferences, winners and losers of trade will be determined by their factor of 

production rather than their industry of employment (Beaulieu & Magee, 2004). 

Rogowski (1987) analyzing coalition formation for trade politics in the U.S. and Europe 

argues that the coalition of capital-land owners versus labor constituted the main cleavage 

in trade policy. Scheve and Slaugther (2001) using the National Election Studies (NES) 

survey find that individual preference towards trade policy are better predicted by their 

skill level than industry of employment. Specifically, they find that lower skill is strongly 

correlated with support for new trade barriers. 

 

Contrastingly, work using the using the RV model assume that factors specificity. While 

factors can move across industries in the long-run, factor mobility is hindered in the 

short-run and exogenous changes are likely to have different effects on the same factor, 

e.g. capital or labor, depending on the industry in which it is employed. Thus, the 

distributional gains from trade liberalization are enjoyed by the export competing firms at 
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the cost of the welfare of import competing industries. Magee (1989) finds evidence 

supporting the RV model in trade politics. Studying political action in the 1973 Trade 

Reform Act, he finds that that capital and labor from the same industry mostly lobbied 

together. However, it may not be the case that cleavages due to production factors or 

industry are stable over time and across trade areas. Hiscox (2002) argues that increased 

factor specificity in the U.S. have shifted votes in Congress on trade policy from aligning 

with factor based interests to industry interests. 

 

While the HO model and RV model yield different predictions of how political coalitions 

form along factor-based or industry-based lines, an empirical puzzle persists. If trade 

preferences reflect the comparative advantage of industries, why do we see intra-industry 

disagreement over trade? For example, Philips Electronics of the Netherlands opposed 

antidumping duties on low-energy lightbulbs from China as it located a large part of its 

production process in China. The footwear sector is another industry where intra-industry 

trade conflicts have flared up. In an AD investigation initiated in 2006 on certain 

footwear products from China, import restrictions were supported by firms primarily 

from Italy, Spain, and Portugal, while multinational large brand producers, such as ECCO 

and Clarks, created ad hoc lobbying groups to oppose import tariffs (Dunoff and Moore, 

2014). Domestic producers supporting import restrictions had Euro-centric production 

lines and had high cost structures. Firms opposing AD tariffs were more productive 

domestic producers, like Adidas, who outsourced significant portions of their production 

line to China and other low-cost countries. This footwear disagreement escalated to the 

Member State level and caused a rift between national governments in the EU. As firms 
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and their value chains become more globalized, the heterogeneous effects of trade policy 

on firms within the same industry is likely to become more salient. 

 

The rise of theoretical and empirical work in the school of ‘New New’ trade theory 

highlighting firm heterogeneity can offer a framework to approach this puzzle. The 

seminal theoretical work by Melitz (2003) incorporating within industry productivity 

heterogeneity challenges the traditional view of import and export competing sectors. 

Since exporting is costly, only the most productive firms trade. and even within 

industries, trade liberalization results in a reallocation of resources from low productivity 

firms to high productivity firms. High productivity firms gain revenue from trade 

liberalization while low productivity firms are forced to exit. In early seminal empirical 

work, Bernard and Jensen (1995) studying U.S. manufacturing firms find that most 

sectors export, but only a small minority of the most productive firms export. Bernard et 

al. (2007) find that out of the 5.5 million firms operating in the U.S. in 2000, only 4 

percent of firms trade. In addition, the top 10 percent of trading firms accounted for 95 

percent of all exports. 

 

Firms within the same industry are likely to respond differently to changes in trade 

policy. Pavcnik (2002) finds that trade liberalization in Chile resulted in productivity 

gains for the most productive firms due to exit and reallocation from low-productivity 

firms. Thus, without considering the firm as a unit of analysis, scholars studying trade 

preferences will be unable to fully explain heterogeneity in preferences towards trade. 
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  Antidumping and its economic impact on firms 

Studies on firms affected by antidumping duties in the U.S. and Europe have found 

evidence supporting heterogeneous effects of trade protection on firms. Konings and 

Vandenbussche (2008) use a large panel dataset of European firms to study the effect of 

antidumping protection on firms. While they find that the productivity of the average firm 

in a protected industry rises, this gain is caused by increases in the productivity of low-

productivity firms whereas high-productivity firms experience productivity losses. Pierce 

(2011) finds that antidumping protection for U.S. manufacturing plants lead to an 

increase in revenue productivity due to increases in prices and markups, but also found 

that protection was associated with a fall in physical productivity. He also finds that AD 

protection slows the reallocation of resources from less productive producers to more 

productive producers. 

 

Antidumping also affects firms located along the vertical value chain. Krupp and Skeath 

(2002) find that after antidumping duties are imposed in upstream industries, upstream 

industries increase production, imports of offending products decrease, and downstream 

industries decrease production. As upstream protection harms the competitiveness of 

domestic downstream producers who rely on inputs produced upstream, protectionism in 

upstream industries is likely to be followed by an increase in demand for antidumping 

protection downstream (Feinberg & Kaplan, 1993). 

 

Interestingly, there is also evidence that AD protection could negatively affect firms in 

the industry receiving protection. While AD protection raised domestic sales of exporters 
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by 5 percent, export sales fell by almost 8 percent for firms in the protected industry 

(Konings & Vandenbussche, 2013). While the authors are unable to determine the 

mechanism through which protection hurts exporters, trade protection could have 

negative externalities and unintended consequences in a world where firms, supply 

chains, and economies become increasingly global. 

 

  Antidumping and the determinants of complaints  

There are also several studies on the determinants for a country to seek. First, 

macroeconomic conditions seem to influence firms filing behavior. Knetter and 

Prusa(2003) find that GDP growth and real exchange rates are statistically significant in 

explaining antidumping users’ filing decisions. They find that for one-standard deviation 

real appreciation of the domestic currency increases filings by 33% while a one-standard 

deviation decrease in domestic real GDP increases filings by 23%. Zhou & Cuyvers 

(2009) find that real exchange rates, and in particular, China’s entry into the WTO was an 

important determinant in the increased use of AD actions against East Asian countries.  

 

Second, studies have also examined industry-level determinants for AD action. Finger 

(1981) finds that economic factors affecting the industry, such as sectoral import 

penetration, capital stock, and value of shipments, were significant factors for an 

industry’s decision to file for AD protection in the United States. Reynolds (2006) studies 

the ability of industries to overcome free-rider problems in antidumping petitions. As all 

firms in the industry receive protection, domestic firms could have an incentive to free 
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ride on petitions. Using cross-country data, she finds that a petition participation, i.e. 

number of firms supporting a petition, increases as the cost of filing decreases. 

 

Third, studies have also examined firm-level forces that influence a that influence a 

firm’s decision to file an AD complaint. Blonigen (2006) finds evidence of firm learning 

in undergoing the AD investigation process. Firms with previous experience participating 

in AD complaints are more likely to participate in subsequent AD complaints. In 

addition, participation by repeat complainants increases the likelihood of affirmative 

antidumping decisions.  

 

A firm’s decision to participate in an AD complaint could be driven by potential gains 

accrued by complainants. While not directly related to a firm’s decision to file a 

complaint, Marsh (1998) finds that US firms that petitioned for AD protection 

experienced an increase in abnormal returns. Just by initiating a complaint, not even 

receiving a positive determination on the complaint, resulted in an average increase of 

$45.9 million in market capitalization for petitioning firms.  

 

This paper extends the literature on the political economy of trade policy in Europe. To 

my knowledge, there has been no other study of firm-level determinants for participation 

in trade in Europe. Specifically, my contribution to the literature is an empirical analysis 

of firm level data of European companies. Using, an econometric framework, my aim is 

to further explore the links between firm heterogeneity and participation in trade politics. 
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III. Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses 

 

The main question investigated in this paper is to identify firm-level characteristics of 

firms that file for AD protection. Specifically, I want to identify important intra-industry 

differences between firms that choose to file AD complaints compared to firms that do 

not choose to be involved. Based on my literature review, firm productivity and firm size 

should have significant effects on the probability of a firm filing an antidumping 

complaint.  

 

Drawing from the lobbying literature, I view a firm’s decision to file for AD protection as 

rent-seeking behavior. Regardless of whether or not ‘dumping’ really existed, a tariff 

imposed on foreign competitors will result in economic rents for the domestic producer 

seeking protection. Comparing firms in industries that filed for antidumping protection, I 

develop three hypotheses. 

 

H1: firms that are less productive are more likely to file for AD protection 

The primary independent variable I investigate is productivity. As discussed, the benefits 

of trade are accrued by the most productive firms at the cost of low productivity firms 

within an industry. These laggard firms are in a disadvantageous position to compete with 

foreign competitors. Thus, if trade protection will benefit low-productivity firms, they 

will also have a greater incentive to petition for trade protection.  
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H2: larger firms are more likely to file for AD protection 

According to the lobbying literature, larger firms are more likely to seek protection 

through lobbying. If the decision to take political action is characterized by a fixed cost, 

larger firms face greater incentive to lobby because the firm is better able to spread the 

costs and protection provides a larger benefit for firms that produce a larger share of 

output (Bombardini, 2008). Kerr et al. (2014) study firm lobbying behavior in the US and 

find that a larger firm size is associated with an increased likelihood to lobby and is 

positively related to a firm’s lobbying expenditures. 

 

H3: firms that face falling productivity are more likely to file for AD protection 

I expect firms with lower productivity growth will be more likely to file for AD 

protection. As discussed, falling productivity levels could be a sign of increased foreign 

competition (Pavcnik, 2002). However, this relationship may not be causal as 

productivity growth can be affected by a range of factors not related to trade. Even if 

import penetration does not increase, firms with lower productivity growth will find that 

competition with foreign producers becomes relatively more intense than higher 

productivity firms. This increases a laggard-growth firm’s incentive to file for AD 

protection. 
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IV. Data and Descriptive Statistics 

  Data Description 

The main data used in this paper come from two sources. Firm-level data from 2009 to 

2015 are obtained from AMADEUS, a commercial database of European companies 

published by Bureau van Dijk. AMADEUS covers both public and private companies, 

which allows me to collect a broader sample than other data sources such as Compustat 

which mainly cover public companies. From AMADEUS, I extracted relevant firm-level 

variables (including value added, turnover, tangible fixed assets, number of employees, 

material costs) used to estimate the production function and to test my research question. 

Critical for matching purposes, firm observations are identified by their 4-digit NACE 

Rev. 2 codes, which makes it possible to match industries to domestic firms in AD 

complaints. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of firm panel used for productivity estimation 

 

Variable N Mean SD 

Number of employees 43024 131.87 (1052.34) 

Tangible fixed assets 43024 15241.46 (133620.82) 

Operating Revenue 43022 50629.03 (318648.01) 

Material costs 43024 30057.62 (192419.19) 

Added Value 43024 11417.88 (85536.14) 
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I obtained data on AD cases initiated in the EU from the Global Antidumping Database 

(GAD) covering all antidumping petitions filed to the European Commission (EC) from 

1978 to 2015 (Bown, 2016). The key information I used from this dataset include the 

year of initiation, the domestic firms participating in AD cases, and the domestic firms’ 

country of origin. 

 

 

Figure 1: Antidumping cases initiated from 2010 to 2015 

 

For this study, I am interested in antidumping petitions initiated between 2010 and 2015. 

In this period 53 antidumping petitions were initiated. Industry groups were responsible 

for initiating almost half of the complaints (n=24). Figure 1 shows the number of AD 

cases initiated per year. I initially intended to study AD petitions within a five-year range 
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from 2015 to 2011. This range was chosen because AMADEUS drops firms that do not 

report financial statements for five years in a row. However, because data on AD cases 

from 2013 were particularly scarce (I could only find data on a single domestic firm in 

AMADEUS), I added 2010 to increase my sample size of domestic complainants.  

 

  Data Construction 

To analyze intra-industry differences between producers in industries involved in 

antidumping petitions, I identify firms within the EU-28 area that operated in industries 

that filed for AD protection. Ideally, I would be able to identify only firms producing the 

investigated product. However, because the NACE Rev. 2 industry code is the most 

detailed classification available, I use this classification as the best available alternative.  

 

As AD cases target products and GAD only includes the Harmonized System (HS) 

product codes of investigated goods, a key step in the data construction process was to 

translate AD cases to specific industries. To do this matching, I used a similar technique 

used by Konings and Vandenbussche (2005). When data on specific domestic producers 

were available in GAD, I used their company names and country of origin to trace the 

firm in AMADEUS and identified their reported 4-digit NACE Rev. 2 industry 

classification. In a small minority of cases, I could not match the company name to 

AMADEUS or the AD case only or the case only included the industry organization 

representing the complainants.  
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After matching industries to domestic complainants, I limited my sample to the 

manufacturing sector to ensure that firms in my sample produced physical goods. In 

addition, to validated that the industries collected were relevant to my study, I only 

included industries where two or more firms in an investigation came from the same 4-

digit NACE Rev. 2 code. While this reduced my overall sample through excluding single 

firm complaints and complaints where firms in a complaint are from different industries, 

it allowed me to narrow down the sample to producers more likely to be in the market for 

similar products and reduce the likely classification problems. For example, in a 

complaint filed in 2010 on “Certain Open Mesh Fabrics of Glass Fibres”, one domestic 

producer was identified under NACE “1330”, corresponding to the industry label 

“finishing of textiles”, while the three other domestic producers involved were identified 

under NACE “2314”, corresponding to the industry label “manufacture of glass fibres”. 

In this case, I dropped observations from NACE “1330” from my sample.  

 

Using the final sample of matched industries, I then used the remaining industry 

classifications to download the relevant firm-level data from AMADEUS. After 

downloading the data, the data were cleaned for obvious data errors. I dropped 

observations with negative values or zero values for any variable entering the production 

function, including value added, operating revenue, employees, and material costs.  

 

From 2010 to 2015, 53 antidumping complaints were initiated in the EU. Using the 

matching methodology described above, I was able to match domestic firms to 32 

complaints. After conducting the industry validation exercise, my data included a sample 
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of 36 domestic complainants, from 16 industries, and 23 complaint cases. Out of these 

cases, I was able to estimate production functions for 29 domestic complainants. Table 

A1 shows a description of the final 29 matched firms and the AD cases they were 

involved in. 
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V. Empirical Strategy 

  Total Factor Productivity Estimation 

The first section of my empirical study begins with estimating firm productivity. To 

estimate a firm’s productivity, I estimate a production function separately for each NACE 

4-digit industry. The starting point for productivity estimation is estimating the Cobb-

Douglas function for firm i, at period t: 

 

 𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝜔𝑖𝑡 + 𝜂𝑖𝑡 (1) 

 

𝑦𝑖𝑡  denotes the natural logarithm of value-added, and 𝑘𝑖𝑡  and 𝑙𝑖𝑡  denotes the natural 

logarithms of capital and labor inputs, respectively. The error term is captured by 𝜔𝑖𝑡, a 

productivity shock component known by the firm but not by the econometrician, and 𝜂𝑖𝑡, 

an independent and identically distributed (iid) random variable, which represents an 

unobservable and unexpected productivity shock. Firm productivity is measured by the 

total factor productivity (TFP) and is calculated by 

 

 ln(TFP)it = 𝛽0 + 𝜔𝑖𝑡 . (2) 

 

However, estimating the Cobb-Douglas function using OLS is likely to result in 

simultaneity bias due to endogenously determined input choices. If the firm observes its 

productivity, 𝜔𝑖𝑡, when it chooses its production inputs, the OLS estimators of 𝛽𝑘 and 𝛽𝑙 

will be biased (Marschak & Andrews, 1944). 
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To correct for the simultaneity bias, I use a semi-parametric estimation technique 

proposed by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) (LP). LP uses a semi-parametric two-stage 

estimation technique and relies on intermediate inputs as a proxy for unobservable 

productivity shocks. In my data, intermediate inputs are measured by material costs.  

 

However, there are noted limitations in using the LP method. Ackerberg, Caves, & Frazer 

(2015) (ACF) argue that the LP technique suffers from functional dependence problems 

and develop a technique to correct the collinearity occurring in the first stage of the LP 

estimation. Wooldridge (2009) (WRDG) proposes using a generalized method of 

moments (GMM) technique to tackle the limitations of LP. Levinsohn and Petrin (2012) 

in a later paper state that they prefer the WRDG method over the original LP method. 

 

To estimate productivity, I use added value, tangible fixed assets, number of employees, 

material costs, and operating revenue (turnover) from AMADEUS.1 Output is measured 

as real value-added and is the deflated nominal value-added using country and sector 

specific producer price indices from EUROSTAT. Operating revenue is deflated using 

the same producer price indices to obtain the real operating revenue. When value added 

was not reported in AMADEUS, I used the residual of real operating revenue and real 

material costs (Ben Yahmed & Dougherty, 2012). Labor is measured by the number of 

employees. Capital is measured by tangible fixed assets and is deflated using country 

specific capital price deflators from AMECO. Intermediate inputs are measured by 

material costs and is deflated using country-specific intermediate input deflators from the 

                                                 
1 All production functions were estimated using the -prodest- command available on STATA. 
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OECD. TFP_LP is TFP estimated using LP, TFP_ACF is TFP estimated using ACF, and 

TFP_WRDG is TFP estimated using WRDG. 

 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of TFP estimates 

TFP estimate Mean SD 

TFP_LP 4.70 1.34 

TFP_ACF 2.89 1.04 

TFP_WRDG 4.68 1.35 

N 43024  

 

 

 

Table 3. Correlation table of TFP estimates 

 TFP_LP TFP_ACF TFP_WRDG 

TFP_LP 1.0000   

TFP_ACF 0.5973 1.0000  

TFP_WRDG 0.9976 0.5909 1.0000 
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Figure 2. Kernel density diagram of TFP estimates 
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Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the TFP estimates and Table 3 shows the 

correlations of my TFP estimates. Figure 2 shows the distribution of TFP estimates from 

LP, ACF, and WRDG. As observed, the LP and WRDG techniques produce highly 

correlated TFP estimates with similar distributions. The correlation of TFP_WRDG or 

TFP_LP with TFP_ACF is also positive, but has a smaller magnitude. While the 

distribution of TFP estimated using ACF differs both in terms of mean, but also in terms 

of sharpness.  

 

I use TFP_LP as the main measure for productivity in this paper because it is one of the 

more common techniques used in the productivity literature. However, I use the 

TFP_ACF and TFP_WRDG estimates as a robustness check on my results.  

 

  Empirical Model 

To investigate the impact of productivity and other firm level characteristics on AD filing 

behavior, I use a cross-sectional sample of firm observations from the year when their 

respective industries initiated AD complaints.  

Because the number of domestic firm participating in a complaint is low (n=29), my 

sample is highly unbalanced. This poses a rare-events problem and using a standard 

maximum likelihood logistic regression will result in biased estimates (King & Zeng, 

2001). I use Firth’s penalized maximum likelihood (PML) logistic regression to reduce 

the rare-events bias (Firth, 1993).2 PML techniques are used in fields such as biometrics, 

political science, and risk analysis where occurrences of events, such as disease or war, 

                                                 
2 This technique is implemented using the -firthlogit- package in STATA 
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are rare (Rahman & Sultana, 2017; Rainey, 2016). This technique reduces the rare events 

bias by penalizing the likelihood function through using Jeffreys invariant prior.  

 

All logged variables are transformed into log base 2 for simpler statistical interpretations. 

Using log base 2, rather than natural logs, does not affect my statistical inferences, but 

allows me to interpret the exponentiated coefficient as the odds ratio associated with a 

doubling of the predictor variable.3  

 

In my empirical analysis, I use two specifications to test my hypotheses. The first 

specification I use is: 

 

 Pr(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 1)𝑖𝑗

= 𝐹 (𝛽0 + 𝛽1 log2(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽2 log2(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽3 log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)

+ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡). 

(3) 

 

Where log2(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗𝑡 is the logged total factor productivity of firm i, in industry j, in 

period t. ln (𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒) represents the size of the firm, and log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)is the logged capital-labor 

ratio. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗𝑡 are a series of dummy variable for industry-year pairs 

                                                 
3 A unit change in a log base 2 explanatory variable is equal to a two-fold increase in the explanatory 
variable. 
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which allows the model to examine for intra-industry differences between complainants 

and non-complainants.   

 

In the second specification I use, I replace TFP with TFP growth, 

 

 𝑃𝑟(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 1)𝑖𝑗

= 𝐹 (𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
)

𝑖𝑗

+ 𝛽2𝑙𝑛 (𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗 + log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)

+ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢𝑖𝑗). 

 

(4) 

Here, TFP growth is represented by 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
)

𝑖𝑗
 and is calculated using the difference 

between TFP in the current period and TFP in the previous period. 

 

 ln (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
)

𝑖𝑗
= ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗𝑡 − ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗(𝑡−1).  

 

(5) 
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Table 4. Cross-section sample descriptive statistics 
 (1)  (2)  (3)  

 Full sample  Complainants  Non-

complainants 

 

 mean sd mean sd mean sd 

Productivity 4.71 1.35 5.96 1.68 4.71 1.34 

Productivity 

Growth 

-0.01 0.58 -0.35 1.21 -0.00 0.57 

Real Turnover 54433.51 311396.00 487160.10 820466.30 52849.63 307010.06 

K/L 111.01 1081.97 238.83 421.59 110.54 1083.63 

Multi-sector 0.47 0.50 0.38 0.49 0.47 0.50 

Public 0.01 0.09 0.03 0.19 0.01 0.09 

N 7952  29  7923  

 

 

Table 4. shows some descriptive statistics of this constructed cross-sectional sample. On 

average, complainants seem more productive than non-complainants. However, they are 

also larger and more capital intensive than non-complainants. 

 

  Variables description 

 

In the following section, I will outline the variables that I use in my empirical model. 

  Dependent variable 

Complain: Binary variable. An indicator for whether or not a firm was a complainant in 

an antidumping complaint. 

  Independent variables 

log2(𝑇𝐹𝑃): Continuous variable. Measures a firm’s logged TFP captures firm-specific 

total factor productivity and is measured as logged total factor productivity. To recap, I 

expect the effect of this variable to be negative. More productive firms are less likely to 
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participate in AD complaints. I also expect the effect of productivity growth to be 

negative.  

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
) : Continuous variable. Measures TFP growth and is calculated as the 

difference between current and previous period productivity. I expect the effect of 

productivity growth to be negative. 

 

𝑙𝑛 (𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗: Continuous variable. Size is measured as the firm’s logged real turnover. I 

expect the effect of size to be positive. 

 

log2(
𝐾

𝐿
): Continuous variable. Capital intensity is the firm’s logged capital-labor ratio. 

The capital-labor ratio measures the capital available per worker. It is calculated by 

dividing tangible fixed asset by the number of employees of a firm. The effect of this 

variable is ambiguous. On one hand, capital-intensive firms are expected to be more 

productive, which could reduce their economic incentives to seek protection. On the other 

hand, capital is often fixed in the short run and very specific. For example, a machine that 

produces a specific copper wire cannot be transformed to produce another product if 

foreign competition drives down profits. This would likely result in a positive effect on 

participation in AD complaints. 
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I-Y Controls: Binary variables. These dummy variables represent industry-year controls 

and correspond to industry year pairings. Including these fixed-effects allow me to 

control for time and industry differences in firms from different sectors. This is necessary 

to test my research question about intra-industry differences between complainants and 

non-complainants.  

 

  Robustness check independent variables 

Multi-sector: Binary variable. This is a dummy variable which = 1 if the firm operates in 

more than one sector and zero otherwise. Firms are considered to operate in multiple 

secondary industries if they are considered to operate in one or more secondary industries 

in AMADEUS. The purpose of this variable is to capture the breadth of economic 

activity within a firm (Konings & Vandenbussche, 2008). In general, I expect this effect 

to be negative, however, because it is not clear how secondary industries are reported, or 

if the data are accurate in AMADEUS, I am not sure how this variable will play out in the 

data. Firms that operate in multiple sectors depend less on any single product compared 

to a single-sector firm and should have a relatively smaller incentive to seek protection 

from trade. 

 

Public-Private status: Binary variable. This variable is a dummy variable which =1 if the 

firm is listed on a public exchange and 0 if the firm is private. In general, I expect public 

firms to be more efficient. However, because public firms occupy such a low number in 

my sample, this effect may not manifest in the data. 
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The next section presents my results. 
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VI. Results 

 

My goal in this paper is to investigate evidence of firm heterogeneity in support for 

antidumping petitions. Using Firth’s penalized maximum likelihood correction for 

logistic regressions, I test the effect of firm level characteristics on the probability of 

filing an antidumping complaint. The dependent variable is an indicator identifying 

whether or not a firm filed for protection.4 

 

Table 5. PML Logit results of without industry-year controls 

 (1) (2)  

VARIABLES PML Logit Odds-ratio PML Logit Odds-ratio 

     

log2(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗𝑡  0.478*** 1.614*** -0.243** 0.784** 

 (0.0907) (0.146) (0.124) (0.0970) 

log2(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗𝑡    0.524*** 1.689*** 

   (0.0790) (0.133) 

log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)    0.197* 1.218* 

   (0.116) (0.141) 

I-Y Controls NO NO NO NO 

Constant -9.252*** 9.59e-05*** -12.44*** 3.94e-06*** 

 (0.801) (7.68e-05) (1.184) (4.66e-06) 

     

Observations 7,952  7,952  

Wald chi2 27.82  62.68  

Prob > chi2 1.33e-07  0  

Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Table 5 shows the results of my model without specifying industry-year controls. In 

column (1), I use a simple bivariate specification including just the productivity term. the 

coefficient on productivity is 0.478 and statistically significant at the 1 percent level. 

                                                 
4 The indicator is 1 for a firm that filed for protection and 0 otherwise. 
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Doubling TFP, a firm is approximately 61 percent more likely to participate in an AD 

complaint. This effect runs in the opposite direction of what I expected in my hypothesis.  

 

In column (2), I add other firm characteristics to my model and find that the sign on 

productivity reverses. This is mainly due to the correlation between productivity and firm 

size. Larger firms tend to be more productive and tend to be more likely to engage in 

trade complaints. The coefficient on productivity is -0.243 and is statistically significant 

at the 5 percent level. Doubling TFP, a firm is 22 percent less likely to file for AD 

protection, controlling for size and capital intensity. The effect of firm size is also 

positive and highly significant. The coefficient on size is 0.524 and is significant at the 1 

percent level. Doubling the firm’s size, a firm is approximately 69 percent more likely to 

file for AD protection, holding productivity and capital intensity equal. The coefficient on 

capital intensity is 0.197, however, it is only statistically significant at the 10 percent 

level. 
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Table 6. PML Logit results with industry-year controls 

 (3) (4) 

VARIABLES PML Logit Odds-ratio PML Logit Odds-ratio 

     

log2(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗𝑡  0.516*** 1.675*** -0.542*** 0.581*** 

 (0.101) (0.168) (0.122) (0.0709) 

log2(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗𝑡    0.736*** 2.087*** 

   (0.0973) (0.203) 

log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)    0.231* 1.260* 

   (0.132) (0.166) 

I-Y Controls YES YES YES YES 

Constant -9.382***  -13.13***  

 (1.040)  (1.516)  

     

Observations 7,952  7,952  

Wald chi2(15) 39.70  74.34  

Prob > chi2 0.0005  0.0000  

Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

In Table 6, I add industry-year dummy variables in order to examine the variation in 

filing behavior of firms within the same industry filing for AD protection.5 In column (3), 

the effect of TFP remains positive and highly significant when other firm-level controls 

are not added. In (3) the coefficient on productivity is -0.507 and is significant at the 1 

percent level. Doubling TFP, a firm is 68 percent more likely to file for AD protection. In 

column (4), I add other firm-level controls to the model and the direction of effects are 

consistent with my results from Table 1. The magnitude of the effect of productivity and 

size increase in column (4) compared to column (2), however the size and significance of 

capital intensity remain fairly similar. The coefficient on productivity is -0.542 and is 

                                                 
5 A potential problem of my model with industry year controls is the low events per variable (EPV). 
As a rule of thumb, there should be 10 events per variable; however, there are some cases when a 
smaller EPV can be valid (Vittinghoff & McCulloch, 2007). The largest concern of a low EPV is 
overfitting, which is not a particularly concerning for my study as I am mostly interested in the 
direction of effects, not the model’s predictive power. 
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statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Doubling TFP, a firm is 42 percent less 

likely to file for AD protection, holding all else equal. The coefficient on turnover is 

0.736 and is significant at the 1 percent level. Doubling size, a firm is 108 percent more 

likely to file for AD protection, holding all else equal. In this model, capital intensity is 

also positive and significant at the 5 percent level. Overall, the results confirm my 

hypothesis that less productive firms are more likely to file for AD protection and larger 

firms are more likely to file for AD protection. 

 

Table 7. PML Logit without industry-year controls 

 (5) (6) 

VARIABLES PML Logit Odds-ratio PML Logit Odds-ratio 

     

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
)  -0.509*** 0.601*** -0.575*** 0.563*** 

 (0.138) (0.0828) (0.147) (0.0827) 

log2(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗𝑡    0.419*** 1.521*** 

   (0.0748) (0.114) 

log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)    0.221* 1.247* 

   (0.124) (0.154) 

I-Y Controls NO NO NO NO 

Constant -5.775***  -13.17***  

 (0.220)  (1.307)  

     

Observations 6,892  6,892  

Wald chi2(1) 13.64  57.34  

Prob > chi2 0.0002  0.0000  

Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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I now move on to examining the effect of productivity growth on the probability of 

participating in an AD complaint. To recap, we expect firms that are facing declining 

productivity to be more likely to file for protection. In Table 7, I present my results with 

no industry-year controls. The coefficient on the productivity growth variable is 

consistent with my expectation that firms with lower productivity growth are more likely 

to engage in AD complaints. The coefficient on productivity growth in column (5) is        

-0.509 and is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Holding other variables 

constant, doubling the productivity growth rate, a firm is 40 percent less likely to seek 

AD protection. After adding firm-level controls in column (6), this result stays relatively 

consistent. The coefficient on productivity growth is -0.575 and is statistically significant 

at the 1 percent level. Doubling TFP growth, firms are 44 percent less likely to participate 

in an AD complaint. The coefficient on size is 0.419 and is statistically significant at the 

1 percent level. The effect of size is smaller in column (6) compared to the size effect 

from column (2). Doubling size, a firm is 52 percent more likely to participate in an AD 

complaint. The effect capital intensity positive, but not statistically significant at the 5 

percent level. 
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Table 8. PML Logit with industry-year controls 

 (7) (8) 

VARIABLES PML Logit Odds-ratio PML Logit Odds-ratio 

     

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
)  -0.550*** 0.577*** -0.647*** 0.524*** 

 (0.140) (0.0804) (0.147) (0.0768) 

log2(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗𝑡    0.459*** 1.582*** 

   (0.0796) (0.126) 

log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)    0.239* 1.269* 

   (0.136) (0.173) 

I-Y Controls YES YES YES YES 

Constant -5.598***  -14.27***  

 (0.635)  (1.659)  

     

Observations 6,892  6,892  

Wald chi2 28.54  64.74  

Prob > chi2 0.0184  1.70e-07  

Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

In Table 8, I add industry year controls to my specification. Overall, the magnitude, 

direction and significance of my explanatory variables remain similar to my results in 

Table 7 where I did not control for industry-year pairings. In column (8), doubling TFP 

growth, a firm is 48 percent less likely to participate in an AD complaint, holding other 

factors constant and adding industry year controls. Doubling size, a firm is 58 percent 

more likely to participate in an antidumping complaint, holding all else equal. 
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  Robustness Checks 

As a robustness check, I first add two indicator variables to my model: multi sector and 

public. My data contained information on if a firm operated in multiple sectors and if a 

firm is public listed, however, I did not include these variables in my main results as to 

not exacerbate the low events per variable problem.  

 

Table 9. PML Logit adding multisector and public dummy 

 (9) (10) (11) (12) 

VARIABLES PML Logit PML Logit PML Logit PML Logit 

     

log2(𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝑖𝑗𝑡  -0.243** -0.542***   

 (0.124) (0.122)   

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑡−1
)    -0.561*** -0.627*** 

   (0.145) (0.146) 

log2(𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)𝑖𝑗𝑡  0.524*** 0.736*** 0.422*** 0.466*** 

 (0.0790) (0.0973) (0.0775) (0.0835) 

log2(
𝐾

𝐿
)  0.197* 0.231* 0.216* 0.224 

 (0.116) (0.132) (0.125) (0.138) 

Multi sector -0.336 -0.382 -0.348 -0.385 

 (0.386) (0.409) (0.429) (0.455) 

Public 0.358 -0.342 0.579 0.514 

 (0.881) (0.959) (0.920) (0.958) 

Industry Year Controls NO YES NO YES 

Constant -12.44*** -13.13*** -13.01*** -14.12*** 

 (1.184) (1.516) (1.325) (1.673) 

     

Observations 7,952 7,952 6,807 6,807 

Wald chi2(3) 62.68 74.34 59.33 65.72 

Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 

The results of adding these two variables to my specification is shown in Table 9. From 

examining the results my main coefficients of interest remain almost identical to my main 

results. Both Multi-sector and Public were also statistically insignificant. 
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Table 10. Robustness check using TFP levels from ACF and WRDG

 

 

Table 11. Robustness check using TFP growth from ACF and WRDG

 

 

As an additional robustness test, I also substituted TFP calculated using LP with ACF and 

WRDG calculated TFP values. The results are summarized in Table 10 and 11. Across all 

columns, the direction and magnitude of the productivity variable is similar to my main 

results using LP TFP and the effect is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. 

Holding other variables equal, an increase in productivity is associated with a decrease in 

the likelihood of a firm filing an AD complaint. Holding other variables constant, an 
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increase in size is associated with an increase in the likelihood of a firm filing an AD 

complaint. As expected, coefficients on WRDG calculated productivity and productivity 

growth were the most similar to my LP productivity results. For the columns using ACF, 

the magnitude of the effects of productivity, productivity growth, and size were slightly 

lower than those produced using LP and WRDG, but remained consistent in sign and 

significance. 
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VIII. Conclusion and Discussion  

 

In this paper, I examine the determinants of firm participation in antidumping policy. In 

particular, I am interested in examining why some firms within the same industry seek 

trade protection while other firms do not. I investigate this research question through 

analyzing intra-industry firm heterogeneity within industries that lodge AD complaints in 

the EU between the years 2010 and 2015. My main findings are consistent with the 

prediction following from the heterogeneous firm model of international trade (Melitz, 

2003). First, firms with lower productivity levels were more likely to participate in an AD 

complaint than higher productivity peers. Second, firms with falling productivity were 

more likely to participate in a complaint and firms facing productivity growth were less 

likely to seek trade protection. Consistent with the literature on firm lobbying I also find 

that size is highly correlated with participation in AD complaints.  

 

Despite the statistically significant results in this paper, there were several limitations 

with my study. First, the scarcity of high quality firm-level data limited my potential 

sample of complainants and data range. I while I was able to identify more firms in 

AMADEUS, I could only estimate production functions for 29 complainants with the 

data available. As AMADEUS drops firms that do not report financial statements for five 

consecutive years, a potential solution would be to increase the years sampled through 

obtaining legacy versions of the database.  
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Another limitation of my study is that my sample is restricted to industries that actually 

participated in antidumping complaints. My data investigates which firms are more likely 

to participate in an AD case, given that we know that an industry filed for protection. 

Therefore, my results are neither predictive or necessarily causal. As a variety of 

productivity distributions exist in all industries and most industries do not seek AD 

protection in a given year, it is obvious that low productivity does not cause firms to seek 

trade protection. Nevertheless, my results are still insightful as they shine light on the 

intra-industry divisions in trade policy. 
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VIII. Policy Implications 

 

While the goal of antidumping policy is to protect domestic producers from “unfair” 

competition, this paper has highlighted that firms have heterogeneous incentives to seek 

this protection. As national bureaucracies normally apply antidumping policy, they are 

considered trade remedies one step removed from politics. However, for firms, pursuing 

AD protection over other more political avenues is a “different way of reaching the same 

goal – improvement of the competitive position of the complainant against other 

companies” (Horlick & Shea, 2002, p. 206) 

 

One policy recommendation for the EU to pursue is to reform the complaint process to 

more adequately balance the views of interested parties. Unlike trade policy which is 

mostly ratified by national legislatures, AD determination is insulated within 

bureaucracies. In the case of the EU, this democratic deficit is magnified as the EC is 

twice removed from national constituents. While the Commission does send out 

questionnaire to ‘interested parties’, there are no official channels through which 

domestic producers, users, and consumers can officially lodge opposition against the 

complaint. The Commission’s officially considers a “Community Interest” clause in its 

antidumping determination, meaning that they also consider the effect of the antidumping 

duty on the Union as a whole. Yet, it is unclear how this clause is applied, and more often 

than not, “Community Interest” considerations are outweighed by injuries to the domestic 

industry (Luo, 2010). 
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On a broader level, policy-makers should be aware of the incentives driving firms to 

pursue AD and other forms of administered trade protection. AD protection benefits the 

most inefficient firms at the cost of efficient exporters and producers with globalized 

supply chains. While protection is assumed to improve the health of the domestic 

industry it protects, this study provides empirical evidence for the fact that producers that 

seek protection are different to producers that do not.  

 

As domestic firms are becoming increasingly international, perhaps the traditional 

dichotomy of domestic and foreign producers is becoming outdated. A firm could be a 

domestic producer, but also benefit from trade through its international supply chains. If 

one of the aims of trade protection is protect employment and economic activity within 

the EU, then not properly accounting for the effect of import restrictions on these 

productive producers in the same industry and other producers that use the goods in 

question could reduce employment and economic activity for these firms and undercut 

the policy’s original objective. As discussed, the current AD process favors complainants 

as the burden to overturn the evidence in favor of the domestic industry is larger. 

Implementing these reforms could result in maintaining the beneficial aspects of the 

complaint process and mitigating the harmful ones. 
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APPENDIX A  

Table A1. Matched firms and Antidumping Cases 
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